Computer Aided Classification of X-ray Images from Pediatric Pneumonia Subjects Collected in Developing Countries
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Abstract – Pneumonia is a lower tract respiratory infection due to bacteria or viruses. It is a severe disease in the pediatric population. Pneumonia is the leading cause of mortality in children under five years worldwide. One of the problems with pneumonia is the diagnosis, as the symptoms of pneumonia may overlap with other diseases, such as asthma and bronchiolitis. In this work, we propose to develop a method for classifying pneumonia and non-pneumonia using X-ray images. We collected 60 X-ray images from Dr. Sardjito Hospital, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, and the dataset from Kaggle. We processed these images through pre-processing algorithms to enhance the image quality, segmentation, white pixel computation, and classification. The novelty of our method is using the ratio of the white pixels from edge detection using the Canny algorithm with the white pixels from segmentation for classifying pneumonia/non-pneumonia. In the Kaggle dataset, our proposed method achieved an accuracy of 86.7%, a sensitivity of 100%, and a specificity of 85%. The classification using the dataset from Dr. Sardjito Hospital yields sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 80%, 60%, and 66.7%, respectively. Despite the low performance in the results, we proved our novel feature, ratio of white pixels, can be used to classify pneumonia/non-pneumonia. We also identified that the local dataset is essential in the algorithm development as it has a different quality from the dataset from modern countries. Further, our simple method can be developed further to support pneumonia diagnosis in resource-limited settings where the advanced computing devices or cloud connection are not available.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lungs are one of the critical organs in humans. They are responsible for gas exchange in the human metabolism[1]. Pollution, bacteria, or viruses can affect the organ’s condition by causing infection or inflammation [2]. In the community, children are more prone to respiratory diseases than adults due to their developing immune systems. An extra concern is required to protect the children’s population from respiratory diseases.

Recently, air quality become an essential issue in some cities in Indonesia. The dry season and pollution drive the air quality life index (AQI) in some cities, such as Jakarta, shot up and became one of the worst in the world [3]. The air quality issue is critical as it can affect the condition of the lungs. Long-term exposure to pollution is stated to be more dangerous than smoking [4]. Further, pollution to children can impact their cognitive and neurodevelopment, asthma, impaired lung function [5]. The World Health Organization (WHO) stated that every day, around 93% of children under fifteen years of age inhale polluted air that is dangerous for their health [6]. The data show that around 600 thousand children died from respiratory diseases [6]. In Indonesia, respiratory diseases have become one of the leading causes of mortality in children under five years of age [7]. Of those mortality cases, around 80-90% were caused by pneumonia, which can also be triggered by air pollution [8].

Pneumonia is a respiratory disease due to bacteria, viruses, or fungi. It can cause alveoli inflammation, where the alveolar sacks are filled with fluid. The condition makes oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange blocked, as such the oxygen level in the blood declines. Furthermore, it leads to rapid breathing and chest indrawing, the common symptoms of pneumonia [9]. These symptoms are used in the integrated management of children's illnesses (IMCI) issued by WHO to establish diagnosis of pneumonia in remote areas [10]. However, these symptoms may also exist in other lower respiratory diseases, hence, can lead to overdiagnosis and unnecessary antibiotic prescription [11].

The chest x-ray is suggested as the gold standard to support the diagnosis of pneumonia [12]. In Indonesia, the government aims to provide X-ray machines in the first-level health facilities (Puskesmas), which the rural population can access. However, only some of the first health facilities are supported by radiologists. Therefore, in the condition where the radiologist is absent, an automated method for classifying pneumonia is required.

Several studies have proposed automated pneumonia
classification to address the issues. Previous research investigated the implementation of the algorithm of CNN (convolution neural network), KNN (k-nearest neighborhood), Random Forest, XGBoost, AdaBoost, GradientBoost, and Decision Tree for pneumonia classification [13]. They achieved accuracy from 86% to 98%. The highest accuracy was obtained using the CNN algorithm. The implementation of deep neural networks was also reported in [14]–[19]. The accuracy achieved by these studies was between 96% to 99%. Unfortunately, all those methods require a high computational device that is not always available in remote areas. Furthermore, all studies used overseas data collected from developed countries (Guanzhou Women and Children Medical Centre and The Global Library of Women’s Medicine). The dataset is available in Kaggle [20]. There was no study using datasets collected from developing countries such as Indonesia. The data from the latter country often has substandard quality due to the skill of the operator or the quality of the X-ray machine [21]. The substandard X-ray image may affect the interpretation and classification of the results.

In this work, we study pneumonia and non-pneumonia classification using data collected from Indonesia and developed countries (Kaggle). The contributions of our study are:

i) We proposed a simple image processing method to classify pneumonia and non-pneumonia. In this method, we used the ratio of white pixels from edge detection using the Canny algorithm with white pixels from the output image from segmentation. Its simplicity becomes the novelty of our work. Unlike deep neural networks, our algorithm requires only a standard computing device.

ii) We used a dataset from Indonesia and identified their technical problems.

iii) We compare the results of classification between the Indonesia and Kaggle datasets.

In the following sections, we describe the study’s methods, results, discussion, and conclusion.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Dataset

We collected sixty X-ray images for this study. Thirty of these datasets were collected from the Dr. Sardjito Hospital, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Ethical clearance for this data collection had been approved before the study began. A radiologist examined the dataset and classified it into pneumonia (P) and non-pneumonia (NP). Unfortunately, the number of datasets of the two classes was not equal due to the existing condition in the hospital. The non-pneumonia class consisted of 20 datasets, while the pneumonia class consisted of 10 datasets.

An equal number of datasets were collected from Kaggle [20]. The diagnosis of the diseases had been provided along with the dataset. In this work, we denote the data from Sardjito Hospital as Dataset A, data from Kaggle as dataset B, and combined data as dataset C. We processed all the datasets through image processing sequences described in the following sections.

Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the procedure used in this study. The X-ray images were processed through four stages: pre-processing, segmentation, combination and white pixel computation, and classification.

B. Image Pre-processing

The pre-processing consisted of four steps: normalization, grayscalling, histogram equalization, and contrast stretching [22]. We used digital x-ray images in joint photographic expert group (jpeg) format as input. The image is a continuous function of light intensity on two-dimensional planes following Equation (1).

\[ f(x, y) = \begin{bmatrix} f(0,0) & \cdots & f(0,M-1) \\ f(1,0) & \cdots & f(1,M-1) \\ \vdots & \cdots & \vdots \\ f(N-1,0) & \cdots & f(N-1,M-1) \end{bmatrix} \] (1)

where N is the row, and M is the column of the pixel.

First, the input image was processed through normalization. In this process, the input images, which had different sizes of pixel, were standardized into 256x256 pixels. Later in the grayscalling process, the output images from normalization were turned into gray by following Equation (2).

\[ f_{g}(x, y) = (f_{r}^{3}(x, y) + f_{g}^{3}(x, y) + f_{b}^{3}(x, y))/3 \] (2)

where \(f^{r}, f^{g}, \) and \(f^{b}\) are the degree of gray function for red, green, and blue color pixel \(i\), respectively.

The output images from grayscalling were then processed into histogram equalization. In this stage, we equalized the distribution of gray color level following the probability function as stated in Equation (3).

\[ p_{x}(i) = p(x = i) = n_{i}/(n, 0 \leq i < L) \] (3)

where \(L\) is the total number of gray levels in the image \(L = 256\), and \(n\) is the total number of pixels in the image. Lastly, the pixel values of the images were mapped to a wider range to enhance the contrast. We aimed to improve the details and features of the X-ray image. We follow Equation (4) for this process.
\[ s(x,y) = \left( \frac{(r(x,y) - \tau_{max})}{r_{min} - \tau_{max}} \right) \times 255 \]  

where \( s \) is the updated pixel intensity value, while \( r \) is the current pixel intensity value. The \( \tau_{min} \) and \( \tau_{max} \) are the minimum and maximum intensity values present in the whole image.

### C. Segmentation

The segmentation process was aimed to get the lungs area out of the images. In this process, we implemented the Chan-Vese segmentation algorithm [23]. This algorithm is based on iterative sets of growth levels to minimize energy, determined by weighted values corresponding to the sum of magnitude differences from the mean outside the region, the sum of the differences from the mean in the segmented region, and a term that depends on the length of the boundary of the segmented region. The energy function of Chan-Vese (CV) is presented in Equation (5).

\[
E^{CV}(c_1, c_2, \mathcal{C}) = \mu \cdot \text{length}(\mathcal{C}) + v \cdot \text{area}(\mathcal{C}) + \lambda_1 \int_{\text{in}(\mathcal{C})} s(x,y) - c_1^2 \, dx \, dy + \lambda_2 \int_{\text{out}(\mathcal{C})} s(x,y) - c_2^2 \, dx \, dy
\]  

where \( \mathcal{C} \) is the segmentation curve, \( c_1 \) is the average intensity in the contour, \( c_2 \) is the average intensity outside the contour. Parameters \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) were used to control image intensity inside and outside the contour, while parameter \( \mu \) was used to control the smoothness of zero level set.

After the segmentation process, the value of pixel at \((x,y)\) position in the image is notated as in Equation (6).

\[
I_{\text{seg}}(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } I_{\text{bw}}(x,y) < E^{CV} \\
1 & \text{if } I_{\text{bw}}(x,y) \geq E^{CV} 
\end{cases}
\]  

where \( I_{\text{bw}} \) is the value of grey pixel at \((x,y)\) position.

### D. Combination and white pixel computation

In this stage, we combined the image output from the pre-processing and the output from the segmentation processes following Equation (7). This combination was expected to reveal the opacity of x-ray image due to the respiratory diseases.

\[
P_{\text{comb}}(x,y) = s(x,y) \cdot I_{\text{seg}}(x,y)
\]  

The image from the combination was then sent to edge detection. In this study we implemented Canny edge detection algorithm [24]. There were four steps process in the edge detection includes: i) noise reduction, ii) the image’s intensity gradient calculation, iii) non-maximum suppression, and iv) hysteresis thresholding.

### E. Classification

The classification is intended to distinguish between the x-ray images of pneumonia and non-pneumonia. In this process, we computed the ratio of white pixel of the image from the edge detection and the image from the segmentation process following Equation (8).

\[
Q = \frac{\delta}{\sigma}
\]  

where \( \delta \) is the number of white pixels in the image from edge detection and \( \sigma \) number of white pixels in the image from segmentation process.

To check the effectivity of the algorithm we computed the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity as shown in Equation (9) to Equation (11).

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN} \tag{9}
\]

\[
\text{sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \tag{10}
\]

\[
\text{specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN+FP} \tag{11}
\]

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive, and FN is false negative. We also computed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as well as area under the curve (AUC).

For programming we use Matlab software installed a laptop with intel i-7 microprocessor, 8GB RAM, and 256 GB SSD.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of this study according to the steps in the method’s sections.

#### A. Dataset

This study included sixty X-ray images from pediatric subjects, wherein thirty data were from Dr Sardjito Hospital (Dataset A) and the rest were from Kaggle (Dataset B). A radiologist examined the dataset from Dataset A to see its quality. Some technical problems were found from the examination, such as low contrast, incomplete inspiration, and rotation. Complete inspiration means that the subject did not inhale the air properly; as such, the lung did not inflate full enough before the image was taken. Meanwhile, rotation is the condition where the subject moves concerning the medial axis during the photograph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Identification Of Dataset From Dataset A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We show the information on dataset quality in Table 1. There are six low-contrast images, three incomplete inspirations, and two rotation images, while nineteen images were good in quality. The data from Kaggle showed better quality and was free from technical problems.
Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of pediatric X-ray images from Dr Sardjito Hospital (A) and from Kaggle (B). The first figure has a lower contrast compared to the second image. In Figure 3, we illustrate the image samples from Dataset A that have poor contrast, incomplete inspiration, and rotation. All these types of data were included in this study to gain information about their effects on the classification.

**Figure 2.** (A) A typical x-ray image from Dataset A and (B) a typical x-ray image from dataset B.

**Figure 3.** Illustration some technical problems in the dataset (A) poor contrast, (B) incomplete inspiration, and (C) rotation.

### B. Image processing

The results of image processing are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Each of these figures contains six images (A to H). Image A is the original jpeg file used as input, B is the output from normalization having 256x256 pixels, C is the output from grayscalling, D is the output from histogram equalization, E is the output from contrast stretching, F is the output from segmentation, G is the combined image of segmentation and contrast stretching, and H is the output from edge detection.

**Figure 4.** Illustration of image processing using x-ray image from non-pneumonia subject. A is image input, B is normalization output, C is grayscalling output, D is histogram equalization output, E is contrast stretching output, F is segmentation output, G is combined image, and H is edge detection output.

**Figure 5.** Illustration of image processing using x-ray image from pneumonia subject. The description of A to H is similar to Figure 4.

### C. Classification

To distinguish X-ray images of pneumonia and non-pneumonia subjects, we quantify the opacity in the lung area by counting the number of white pixels. We also computed the white pixel from the area of lungs from the segmentation process.

**Figure 6.** Plotting of the number of white pixels from edge detection against the number of white pixels from segmentation. NP = non-pneumonia, P = pneumonia.

Figure 4(E) shows the output of contrast stretching from non-pneumonia subjects. In the figure, the part of the lung has a solid black color, and when segmented, the lungs have a solid white area with the black background, as shown in Figure 4(F). The combination of these figures (Figure 4(E) and Figure 4(F)) shows opacity only at the edge of the lungs, as illustrated in Figure 4(G) and Figure 4(H).

Nonetheless, in pneumonia subjects, the output from contrast stretching shows a white area inside the lungs. Hence, whenever the image was combined with the segmentation output, it showed the opacity inside the lung area, as illustrated in Figure 5(G) and Figure 5(H). The opacity in the lung area indicates the solidification. In pneumonia, solidification is caused by the inflammation of the alveolus that makes them filled with fluid or phlegm. This condition reduces the capacity of the lungs, decreases the oxygen levels, and leads to rapid breathing. These are the common symptoms in children with pneumonia.

We illustrate the results of the white pixel computation in Figure 6, wherein the x-axis is the number of white pixels from edge detection, and y-axis is the number of white pixels from segmentation. Most of the data are overlapping as such this information cannot be implemented directly. However, statistical analysis found
that the mean of white pixel number from edge detection in non-pneumonia (1,934.5) is lower than in pneumonia (2,254.3). In contrast, the mean of the white pixel number from segmentation in non-pneumonia is higher than in pneumonia (1,5982.2 and 1,4361.7, respectively). Similar results were found in the first and third quartiles, as shown in Figure 7.

As described in the method sections, we computed the ratio of the number of white pixels from edge detection and the number of white pixels from segmentation. This method was used since the pneumonia image contains opacity that can be revealed in the edge detection. In some pneumonia images, the area of the lungs was also smaller than normal. As such, the comparison was expected to create a feature that can be used for simple classification. The statistical analysis of white pixel from edge detection and segmentation is illustrated in Figure 8. In the later discussion, we denote it as a ratio only. The figure shows that in both Dataset A and, specifically Dataset B, the ratio has different statistical values.

In Dataset A, we see an overlapping distribution between the ratio in pneumonia and non-pneumonia. However, we can notice that some statistical values are different. The non-pneumonia median is lower than pneumonia (11.2 and 14.2, respectively). The average of ratio for non-pneumonia is also lesser than pneumonia (11.7 compared to 14.3). Further, non-pneumonia's first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are 9.3 and 14.3. These numbers are much lower compared to pneumonia (Q1 = 11.8, Q3 = 16.5).

A similar trend occurs in Dataset B wherein the median in non-pneumonia is significantly less than in pneumonia (12.6 and 18.1). The average of ratio in non-pneumonia is also lesser than pneumonia by 4.6 points. Further, the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) for non-pneumonia are 11.3 and 13.9. The numbers are much lower compared to pneumonia (Q1 = 15.3, Q3 = 18.9). Dataset C (a combination of Dataset A and B) shows similar statistical results wherein the minimum, maximum, median, mean, Q1, and Q3 of ratio in non-pneumonia are relatively much lower compared to ratio in the pneumonia dataset. The complete statistical data is shown in Table 2.

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**Figure 7.** Statistical analysis of white pixel from edge detection (WE) and white pixel from segmentation (WS) in non-pneumonia and pneumonia.

![Figure 8](image8.png)

**Figure 8.** Statistical analysis of ratio between the number of white pixels from edge detection and segmentation. It shows the difference between non-pneumonia to pneumonia. Dataset A was from Dr. Sardjito Hospital, dataset B was from kaggle.

The statistical information of the ratio of the number of white pixels from edge detection and the number of white pixels from segmentation is illustrated in Figure 8. In the later discussion, we denote it as a ratio only. The figure shows that in both Dataset A and, specifically Dataset B, the ratio has different statistical values.

In Dataset A, we see an overlapping distribution between the ratio in pneumonia and non-pneumonia. However, we can notice that some statistical values are different. The non-pneumonia median is lower than pneumonia (11.2 and 14.2, respectively). The average of ratio for non-pneumonia is also lesser than pneumonia (11.7 compared to 14.3). Further, non-pneumonia's first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are 9.3 and 14.3. These numbers are much lower compared to pneumonia (Q1 = 11.8, Q3 = 16.5).

A similar trend occurs in Dataset B wherein the median in non-pneumonia is significantly less than in pneumonia (12.6 and 18.1). The average of ratio in non-pneumonia is also lesser than pneumonia by 4.6 points. Further, the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) for non-pneumonia are 11.3 and 13.9. The numbers are much lower compared to pneumonia (Q1 = 15.3, Q3 = 18.9). Dataset C (a combination of Dataset A and B) shows similar statistical results wherein the minimum, maximum, median, mean, Q1, and Q3 of ratio in non-pneumonia are relatively much lower compared to ratio in the pneumonia dataset.

The classification was carried out by using the ratio and category of diseases (non-pneumonia and pneumonia. We computed the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC). Then, we also computed the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of classification results following Equation (9) – (11).

Figure 9 illustrates the ROC curve of Dataset A. The AUC, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of data set A are 0.735, 80%, 60%, and 66.7%, respectively. The AUC is higher than 0.5. This means the classification result is significant and not random estimation only. Those parameters were achieved with a threshold of 11.64. The excellent classification results are shown in Dataset B, as illustrated in Figure 10. The classification results show AUC of 0.965, a sensitivity of 100%, a specificity of 85%.

![Figure 9](image9.png)

**Figure 9.** ROC Curve of Dataset A.
and an accuracy of 86.7% with a threshold of 14.52.

The significant difference between Dataset B to Dataset A can be affected by the quality of the datasets. In section B, we previously described that Dataset A suffers some technical problems such as low contrast, incomplete inspiration, and rotation. These technical problems made the output from segmentation and edge detection less optimum.

In the combined dataset (Dataset C), the usage white pixels ratio results in AUC, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 0.821, 75%, 82.5%, and 80%, respectively, at a threshold of 14.47. These parameters indicate that the classification is a good test. The combination of datasets made the results slightly lower than in the classification in Dataset B as it contains data with technical problems. The ROC curve of Dataset C is illustrated in Fig 11, and the performance parameters is presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Sens (%)</th>
<th>Spec (%)</th>
<th>Acc (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset A</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset B</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset C</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy achieved in our study is lesser compared to studies in [13]–[19]. The maximum accuracy in our study is 86% while the existing studies vary from 86% to 99%. However, there are important aspects make our work incomparable. First, we included the dataset from Indonesia. This dataset had not been studied in those previous studies. All those studies used datasets taken in modern countries. As such, our findings have not been explored before. Second, we proposed a simple pneumonia and non-pneumonia classification method by computing the ratio of white pixels from edge detection from the combined image and image from the segmentation. This method requires an average computing device. On the contrary, the studies that used deep learning require an advanced graphic processing unit (GPU), memory, as well as a central processing unit (CPU). Lastly, we investigated the technical problems that exist in the dataset from developing countries. Our results showed that classification using the typical dataset yields lower performance.

Despite the promising results, our study is limited by the number of datasets (60 subjects) in which the proportion of pneumonia and non-pneumonia imbalance. This occurred due to the availability of a dataset from the hospital when we started this study. Future work should be carried out using a larger dataset with an equal proportion of each class. Hence, the findings of the study will be more conclusive.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study presents the work on paediatric pneumonia and non-pneumonia classification using X-ray images. In this work, we proposed a novel method by quantifying the ratio of white pixel from edge detection of a combined image and white pixel from segmentation process. Our approach to derived the new ratio feature is new as majority of the existing studies use the whole image and let artificial intelligent for classification. Hence, the most contributing feature cannot be known. We tested the algorithm in three datasets namely dataset A from Indonesia, dataset B from developed country (Indonesia), and dataset C the combination of the two datasets. The algorithm achieved the maximum performance in dataset
B (sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 85%, and accuracy of 86.7%) and the minimum performance in Dataset A (sensitivity of 80%, specificity of 60%, and accuracy of 66.7%). The difference performances were caused by the technical problems found in dataset A such as rotation, poor contrast, and incomplete inspiration. Compared to pneumonia classification using deep neural network (DNN), our method achieved lower accuracy. However, those studies have not tested using dataset from Indonesia that suffer technical problems as described previously. The technical problems affected the classification results, and this has not been studied before. This finding emphasizes the importance to include local dataset in the development of classification algorithm. Another advantage of our method, it can be implemented in a standard computing device. On the contrary, DNN requires high performance computing resources. Therefore, our methods can be implemented in the limited-resource areas to support the pneumonia diagnosis where the radiologists are absent and computing device and cloud access are not available.
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